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a b s t r a c t

We present a study of the performance of Birks’ Law in liquid argon ionization chamber simulations as

applied to highly ionizing particles, such as particles with multiple electric charges or with magnetic

charge. We used Birks’ Law to model recombination effects in a GEANT4 simulation of heavy ions in a

liquid argon calorimeter. We then compared the simulation to published heavy-ion data to extract a

highly ionizing particle correction to Birks’ Law.

& 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Searches for exotic highly ionizing particles, such as Q-balls [1]
and magnetic monopoles, are underway at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) at the CERN laboratory in Geneva, Switzerland. A
Q-ball [2] is an exotic particle with an electric charge greater than
the elementary charge unit 9e9. Q-balls, having multiple electric
charges 9q9¼ z9e9, where z is some integer, are highly ionizing
compared to singly charged particles, since the energy deposited
per unit length is proportional to z2 [3]. The basic magnetic
monopole [4] is electrically neutral but has a ‘‘magnetic charge’’, g.
Magnetic monopoles are also highly ionizing, interacting with
matter in a manner similar to that of an ion of z¼68.5 [4]. We
refer to such particles as highly ionizing particles, or HIPs. In order to
search for such hypothetical particles, it is necessary to understand
how they would appear in the detector.

At the ATLAS Experiment [5], the characteristic signature of
such HIPs includes a large localized energy deposit in the liquid
argon (LAr) electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter and the production
of a large number of d-rays, which are energetic ‘‘knock-on’’
electrons emitted perpendicularly to the trajectory of the HIP. The
narrow energetic shower in the LAr calorimeter would be a
striking signature but for recombination effects. When an ionizing
ll rights reserved.
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particle passes through the liquid argon, it loses energy via its
Coulomb interactions with the argon nuclei and electrons (see
Ref. [6] for a comprehensive review of stopping power). The total
energy deposition is due to ionization and electronic excitations;
the latter give rise to scintillation, which is not recorded by
ATLAS. The energy lost due to interactions with the nuclei, which
lead to phonon excitations, can be neglected except at very low
projectile velocities.

In addition to d-rays, soft electrons are produced by the
interactions with the argon atoms, resulting in electron-ion pairs
in the region of high ionization density, called the core, around the
HIP trajectory. The d-rays carry energy away from the core, go on
to ionize the medium themselves and give rise to a region of
lower ionization density, called the penumbra, which surrounds
the core [7].

In a LAr calorimeter, an electric field is applied to collect the
ionized electrons. The charge collected is then scaled appropri-
ately to deduce the total amount of deposited energy. However,
some electron–ion pairs may recombine before the ionization
electron can be recorded, particularly in the core. This recombi-
nation effect reduces the recorded charge and, consequently, the
deposited energy is underestimated. The recombination effect is
inversely proportional to the electric field. A higher electric field
accelerates the ionization electrons away from the ions more
quickly, before they can recombine. Conversely, the recombina-
tion effect is proportional to the ionization density, that is, the
energy deposited per unit length, dE=dx. When more ions are
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available nearby, the electrons will be more likely to recombine
with them. These two relationships can be described by the
function

Q ¼Q0
A

1þ
k

rED

dE

dx

ð1Þ

where Q0 is the charge produced, Q is the recorded charge, ED is
the drift electric field, r is the density of the liquid argon, and
A and k are the parameters that must be extracted from a fit to
data. The so-called recombination factor R¼Q=Q0 reflects the
fraction of charge that is ‘‘visible’’. Eq. (1) is commonly referred
to as Birks’ Law [8], which was originally developed to describe
the response of organic scintillators to ionizing particles. The
ICARUS collaboration showed that Eq. (1) describes the ionization
response of their LAr Time Projection Chamber to cosmic-ray
muons and protons [9]. ICARUS measured the parameter k,
commonly referred to as Birks’ constant, to be

k¼ 0:048670:0006 ðkV=cmÞððg=cm2Þ=MeVÞ ð2Þ

valid in the drift electric field range 0:1oEDo1:0 kV=cm and in
the ionization density range 2:1odE=dxo42 MeV=cm. The nor-
malization parameter measured by ICARUS is A¼ 0:80070:003.

The present study establishes that Birks’ Law with a single set
of Birks’ constant and normalization parameter cannot accurately
describe the behavior of ionizing particles in liquid argon simula-
tions over a large dE=dx range. In particular, while the ICARUS
measurements of Birks’ constant and normalization parameter
are appropriate for singly charged particles, as expected, Birks’
Law overestimates the recombination effects for particles with
large dE=dx.

For our study, we used a GEANT4 [10] simulation of ions
interacting in a LAr detector and modelled recombination effects
using Birks’ Law with values of Birks’ constant and normalization
parameter as measured by ICARUS. We then compared the
simulation to published data of heavy ions interacting in a 2-cm
liquid argon detector [11–13] and extracted a highly ionizing
particle correction to Birks’ Law. This technique should be
applicable to other liquid argon and liquid xenon detectors [14],
which are commonly used to measure the presence of subatomic
particles via ionization, and to other simulation platforms.
2. LAr GEANT4 simulation

The GEANT4 simulation package contains many classes that
model the energy deposition of particles passing through matter.
The present study relies on a subset of electromagnetic interac-
tion models [15]. Highly energetic ions that pass through a finite
amount of LAr deposit only a small fraction of their initial energy.
In this regime, the description of energy loss of the highly ionizing
particle by the Bethe–Bloch formula is considered to be accurate
to better than 1% [16].

In the GEANT4 simulation, the G4ionIonisation class [15], which
models both electronic and nuclear stopping power effects, was
used to simulate the continuous energy loss of the heavy ion1 and
the production of d-rays, as described in Ref. [16]. The latter process
is modelled by the scattering of the projectile from quasi-free
electrons. For a given projectile kinetic energy, the resulting d-rays
can have energy T up to a maximum value Tmax � 2mec2ðg2�1Þ,
where me is the electron mass and g is the Lorentz factor of the
projectile. In order to conserve computational resources, GEANT4 does
not propagate low-energy d-rays, i.e., electrons with energy below a
1 Proton energy loss was modelled with the G4hIonisation class, which

neglects nuclear effects.
minimum threshold Tcut are not simulated explicitly. In this case,
the corresponding energy loss is added to the energy loss of the ion
continuously during the discrete ‘‘step’’ in the trajectory propaga-
tion. For convenience, Tcut is controlled in GEANT4 by the related cut

in range [10] parameter. In the present study, the range cut was set
to 100 mm, the default value used in the ATLAS LAr EM calorimeter
simulation. For our purposes, this parameter effectively dictates the
fraction of energy explicitly deposited by d-rays relative to that
deposited by the primary ion. The energy deposition of the trans-
ported d-rays with TcutoToTmax is modelled with the G4eIonisa-
tion class, which includes secondary d-ray and Bremsstrahlung
production.

The GEANT4 simulation of energy deposition has been validated
for both ions and d-rays. In Fig. 8 of Ref. [10], the stopping power
due to ionization losses in Al is shown to agree with data for C and
Ar projectiles over a large energy range. For proton and alpha
particle impact, GEANT4 has been validated against NIST reference
data [17]. The simulation of d-ray production and propagation
due to 2–50 GeV electrons passing through silicon wafers has also
been tested [18].

In the present simulation of each heavy-ion experiment, the
kinetic energy of the simulated ion is set to the heavy-ion beam
energy. The ion is then transported through the 2-cm detector in a
series of steps of length Dx. In each step, DE0 is the true energy
deposited via ionization. The visible step energy deposition DEvis

is then obtained by correcting DE0 using Birks’ Law

DEvis ¼DE0
A

1þ
k

rED

dE

dx

ð3Þ

where ED has a value between 1 kV/cm and 10 kV/cm, dE=dx is
taken as DE0=Dx for each step, k¼0.0486 (kV/cm)((g/cm2)/MeV)
and A¼0.800, as measured by ICARUS. Then, the total true and
visible energies are determined by summing the true and visible
step energies, respectively, for all steps. The ratio of visible to true
energies yields the recombination factor RMC ¼ Evis=E0 that we can
compare directly to the heavy-ion experimental ionization data
due to the fact that the charge produced, Q0, is proportional to the
energy deposited, E0 [7].
3. Performance of Birks’-Law-corrected GEANT4 simulation
for heavy ions in LAr

In the heavy-ion experimental papers [11–13], the experimen-
ters measured the ionization current fraction RExp ¼ I=I1, where I

is the recorded current and I1 is the expected ionization current
assuming a drift electric field of infinite strength. In the present
study, we compare the recombination factor RMC ¼ Evis=E0 to the
measured factor RExp ¼ I=I1. The properties of the experimental
data are given in Table 1.

Fig. 1 shows the comparison of the GEANT4 simulation to the
experimental data for each heavy ion. The measured ionization
current fractions were extracted from the plots in the published
papers [11–13]; they are shown as a function of drift electric field
(triangles). The error bars reflect the 14% uncertainty in I=I1, where
13% is due to the uncertainty in the expected values of I1 and 1% is
due to the measured ionization currents I [12]. The data curves can be
compared to the simulation curves (circles), which give the visible
energy fraction as a function of drift electric field, as observed in the
simulation. The curves themselves represent not fits but spline
interpolations between the points.

One expects that Birks’ Law with k¼ 0:0486 ðkV=cmÞ ððg=cm2Þ=

MeVÞ and A¼0.800, as measured by ICARUS, should agree with
the proton experimental data. Indeed, this is the case for hydro-
gen, helium and even neon, as can be seen in Fig. 1a–c. However,



Table 1

Properties for each heavy-ion beam [11–13,19] in the 2-cm liquid argon detector. The bottom row gives the average dE=dx values of the primary ion in the simulation for a

range cut of 100 mm; these are provided for comparison with the predicted dE=dx values given in Refs. [11–13,19].

Ion property H He Ne Fe La Au

Charge (9e9) 1 2 10 26 57 79

Mass (GeV/c2) 0.93885 3.7284 18.797 52.019 129.390 183.473

Kinetic energy (GeV) 1.048 4.1627 12.370 39.371 169.46 171.36

dE=dx (MeV/cm) 2.235 8.95 259.26 1655 7750 16 200

dE=dx (MeV/cm) (our simulation) 1.895 7.42 223.28 1470 6218 13 141
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Fig. 1. Recombination factor R as a function of drift electric field ED for various heavy ions in liquid argon. The triangles are the experimental ionization fractions [11–13].

The circles are the simulated visible energy fractions. The squares are the simulated visible energy fractions after the application of the HIP correction, described herein.

(a) H ions, (b) He ions, (c) Ne ions, (d) Fe ions, (e) La ions and (f) Au ions.
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the simulation with Birks’ Law disagrees with the experimental
data for the more highly charged ions. For low drift fields, the La
and Au experimental data show some space-charge effects [11],
which are not modelled in the GEANT4 simulation. For high drift
fields, the disagreement appears to be due to an over-suppression
by Birks’ Law, as can be seen in Fig. 2, which shows the ionization
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current fraction I=I1 as a function of dE=dx for the various heavy
ions for ED¼7 kV/cm. In the figure, the points, from left to right,
reflect each heavy-ion experiment. Overlaid is Birks’ Law with
k¼0.0486 (kV/cm)((g/cm2)/MeV) and A¼0.800, as measured by
ICARUS.

It is unreasonable to expect Birks’ Law to apply over a large
dE=dx range, since it is only a first-order expansion of 1=R in dE=dx.
Unfortunately, a simple extension of Birks’ Law to higher order in
dE=dx cannot account for the fact that the ionization current
fraction becomes independent of dE=dx above 1000 MeV/cm.
Another reason why it is unreasonable to expect Birks’ Law to
describe the high-dE=dx data in Fig. 2 is that the energy deposition
of d-rays has not been properly taken into account. The number of
d-rays produced is proportional to the dE=dx of the ionizing
projectile. However, since d-rays themselves have low ionization
density, the energy carried away from the core by the d-rays is not
suppressed by recombination effects. Therefore, it is necessary to
make an assumption about the fraction of energy deposited by the
primary ion. This can be obtained from the GEANT4 simulation for a
given range cut, as illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows the visible
energy fraction RMC ¼ Evis=E0 as a function of dE=dx for the various
heavy ions for ED¼7 kV/cm. In the figure, the points, from left to
right, reflect a simulation of each heavy-ion experiment. The
various curves reflect range cuts from 1 mm to 1000 mm. As can
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Fig. 2. Experimental ionization current fraction I=I1 [11–13] as a function of

dE=dx for various heavy ions for ED¼7 kV/cm in liquid argon. The values of I=I1
are extrapolated from the curves in Fig. 1. Overlaid is Birks’ Law with

k¼0.0486 (kV/cm)((g/cm2)/MeV) and A¼0.800.
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Fig. 3. The visible energy fraction RMC ¼ Evis=E0 as a function of dE=dx for various heavy i

The plot on the left represents the visible energy deposited by the primary ion. The pl

curves reflect range cuts from 1 mm to 1000 mm. The x-axis uses the predicted dE=dx v
be seen in the figure, the high-dE=dx primary ions contribute very
little to the visible energy. Indeed, using a range cut of 100 mm, at
ED¼7 kV/cm d-rays account for 15% of the total energy deposited
by gold ions but 92% of the visible energy. This explains the
independence of the ionization current fraction on dE=dx above
1000 MeV/cm. Furthermore, in the simulation, at high dE=dx the
total visible energy depends strongly on the range cut, which
controls the fraction of energy deposited by the d-rays.
4. HIP correction to Birks’ Law in liquid argon

We have shown that an implementation of Birks’ Law with the
ICARUS values of Birks’ constant and normalization parameter in
a LAr GEANT4 simulation underestimates the visible energy for ions
with zZ26 for ED43 kV=cm. As the behavior of such a simulation
for muons, electrons and pions at ED¼10 kV/cm has been verified
elsewhere [20–22], our main concern is the high-dE=dx region,
populated by magnetic monopoles and high-charge Q-balls.

A comparison of the simulation and the heavy-ion data over
the range of dE=dx represented in the data can be seen in Fig. 4. In
the figure, the y-axis shows the ratio RMC=RExp for ED¼7 kV/cm.
The data points, from left to right, reflect each heavy-ion experi-
ment. The error bars reflect the 14% uncertainty in RExp ¼ I=I1
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[12]. As can be seen in the figure, the simulation gives a reason-
able description of the visible energy in the low-dE=dx region, as
expected. In particular, the ratio RMC=RExp is consistent with unity
within uncertainties for both hydrogen, helium and neon ions.
However, the simulation significantly underestimates the visible
energy at high dE=dx. This discrepancy can be parametrized to
obtain a HIP visible energy correction to Birks’ Law, to extend its
dE=dx validity range.

Unfortunately, one cannot simply use a parametrization of the
curve shown in Fig. 4 to correct the visible step energy in the
simulation. This is because a significant fraction of the visible
energy associated with HIPs is deposited by d-rays, as shown in
Figs. 3 and 5.

In the simulation, the sum of the visible energies of the
primary ion and the d-rays yields the total visible energy, that is,

RMC ¼
Evis

E0
¼

Evis,HIPþEvis,d

E0
: ð4Þ

Thus, the left and right plots of Fig. 5 combine to yield Fig. 4.
Having separated out the component due to the primary ion only,
we can parametrize the plot on the left in Fig. 5 to obtain the
desired HIP correction that yields RMC=RExp ¼ 1, that is,

RMC

RExp
¼

CHIPEvis,HIPþCdEvis,d

E0

1

RExp
¼ 1 ð5Þ

where CHIP and Cd are the correction factors for the HIP and
d-rays, respectively. However, Cd � 1 since the dE=dx of the d-rays
is very low. This yields

CHIP ¼
RExpE0�Evis,d

Evis,HIP
: ð6Þ

CHIP was calculated for each of the ions at ED¼7 kV/cm. Its
dependence on dE=dx is shown in Fig. 6. In the figure, the dE=dx

values are taken from the simulation and reflect the energy
deposited by the primary ion only. The error bars reflect the
14% uncertainty in RExp. A linear fit to the data for the Ne, Fe, La
and Au ions yields the y-intercept p0 ¼ 0:71570:184 and slope
p1 ¼ 0:0010970:00018 cm=MeV, such that the HIP correction is

CHIP ¼

1, dE=dxr262

0:00109
dE

dx
þ0:715, dE=dx4262

8<
: ð7Þ

where dE=dx is given in MeV/cm. The lower dE=dx bound for the
HIP correction is obtained by setting CHIP ¼ 1; no correction is
applied for lower values of dE=dx, since this regime has been
verified elsewhere [20–22].
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Fig. 5. The performance RMC=RExp of Birks’ Law as a function of dE=dx for various heavy

visible energy deposited by the primary ion. The plot on the right represents the visib
We emphasize that this correction is only applicable for a
range cut of 100 mm. If a different range cut is used, then the
present study must be repeated to obtain the appropriate HIP
correction. As an example, the dependence of the performance of
Birks’ Law in the GEANT4 LAr simulation on the range cut is shown
in Fig. 7. The reduction of the range cut from 100 mm to 10 mm
results in the production of more d-rays. The fraction of energy
deposited by the d-rays increases (see Fig. 3), mitigating some-
what the recombination effects for highly ionizing particles.
5. Performance of HIP correction to Birks’ Law in liquid argon

As discussed earlier, the true energy deposited by a particle via
ionization is available in each step of the trajectory propagation in
the simulation. The step energy deposition is first corrected using
Birks’ Law. Subsequently, the HIP correction in Eq. (7) is applied to
the Birks’-corrected step energy to determine the visible step
energy deposition, i.e.,

Evis ¼ CHIP
AE0

1þ
k

rED

dE

dx

0
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¼ 0:00109
dE

dx
þ0:715

� �
AE0

1þ
k

rED

dE

dx

ð8Þ

for particles with dE=dx4262 MeV=cm in that step. Although the
HIP correction in Eq. (7) was obtained for a drift field ED¼7 kV/cm,
the HIP-corrected form of Birks’ Law in Eq. (8) improves the
simulation of the recombination effects over a broad range of drift
fields, as demonstrated in Fig. 1d–f. The resulting improvement in
the performance of the GEANT4 LAr simulation is shown in Fig. 8. As
can be seen in the figure, the agreement between the simulation
and the heavy-ion data is significantly better at high dE=dx, while
the performance remains unchanged for low-dE=dx particles, such
as electrons, pions and muons, as required.
6. Conclusion

We have shown that a GEANT4 LAr simulation including Birks’
Law to model recombination effects underestimates the visible
energy for highly ionizing particles at high drift electric fields. We
developed a method to extend the validity range of Birks’ Law to
high dE=dx, in which we compared the results of a GEANT4
simulation of heavy-ion interactions in liquid argon, including
Birks’ Law with the ICARUS measurements of Birks’ constant and
normalization parameter, to published heavy-ion data and
extracted a highly ionizing particle correction to Birks’ Law. This
HIP correction improves the performance of the simulation for
highly ionizing particles.
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